AN ARGIVE DECREE FROM NEMEA
CONCERNING ASPENDOS
(PLATE47)

XCAVATIONS in the Sanctuaryof Zeus at Nemea have revealedthat in numbersof
inscriptionsdiscoveredthis Panhellenic shrine is more like Isthmia than its other two
counterparts,Olympia and Delphi. The two sites in the northeasternPeloponnesos have
producedbetween them only a modestcollectionof inscribedtexts comparedwith the thousands of documents which fill the volumes of Die Inschriften von Olympia, Fouilles de
Delphes: Tome III, Epigraphie, and their various supplements. Recent work at Nemea by
the University of California at Berkeleyhas not dramaticallyaltered this picture, but a few
interesting inscriptions have been recovered in the last several years.1 I here publish in
preliminary form one of the more important of these, a decree of Argos concerning the
Pamphylian state of Aspendos.2
The text of this decreesurviveson threejoining fragmentsof a stele of hard, gray limestone which were excavatedfrom an ancient well near the southwest cornerof the Temple
of Zeus (grid: K 14). In a preliminaryreport on this well, the Field Director, S. G. Miller,
noted that the three fragmentslay at a level of -6.50 to -7.80 m. in a dumpedfilling which is
probablyto be dated in the second half of the 3rd century B.C.3

E

1Inscriptionsfrom Nemea are published in IG IV, 479-488; SEG XI, 290-295;
XXIII, 178-185; XXV,
356, 357; XXVI, 419-421; XXVIII, 391, 392; XXIX, 347-353; XXX, 351-353. Several other texts are
briefly mentionedin the preliminaryreportsof Stephen G. Miller, Hesperia 44-51, 1975-1982, and Stella G.
Miller, Hesperia 53, 1984.
Works frequently cited are abbreviatedas follows:
= BCH, SupplementVI, Etudes argiennes I, Paris 1980
BCH, Suppl. VI
ISE I
= L. Moretti, Iscrizioni storicheellenistiche, Florence 1967
Lindos II
= C. Blinkenburg,Lindos, II, i, Inscriptions, Berlin/Copenhagen 1941
LSAG
= L. H. Jeffery, The Local Scripts of Archaic Greece,Oxford 1961
= R. Meiggs and D. Lewis, A Selection of Greek Historical Inscriptions,
Meiggs and Lewis, GHI
Oxford 1969
2 I am grateful to my colleague Stephen G. Miller for permissionto publish this inscriptionand for much
helpful counsel. Patricia Felch and Paula Perlman provided me with excellent squeezes of the stone which
were of great help in establishingthe text. I have studiedthe stone on two occasionsin the Museum at Nemea.
Since the surface is badly worn and the letters very faint, photographs have been of little help in making
readings. The drawing on Figure 1 was made by tracing the letters from squeezes and checkingthem against
the readings I made from the stone.
For reading an earlier draft of this paper and saving me from many errorsmy thanks are due to C. Habicht, C. Kritzas, M. Pierart, V. Kontorini, P. Perlman, and Stephen G. Miller. I have in many cases shamelessly incorporatedtheir good suggestions into the text without acknowledgement.
3Hesperia 48, 1979, pp. 77-81, pl. 22:b.
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Three joining fragmentsof hard, gray limestone from the upper part of a stele. Brokenat top and bottom;part
of the original sides and roughly dressedback preserved.The larger letters of line 1 were inscribedon a slightly raised molding.
Height, 0.52 m. Width, top 0.565 m., bottom 0.58 m. Thickness, 0.134 m.
Height of letters, line 1, 0.03 m., lines 2-21, 0.01 m. Height of interlinearspace, ca. 0.015 m.
Nemea Museum I 75
[_
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EPIGRAPHICAL COMMENTARY
Line 2: Of the first preservedletter only the bottomof a diagonal strokeis visible in the lower right corner
of the letter space. Only the top and bottom horizontal strokesof the dottedepsilon survive.
Line 3: In the first preservedletter space there remains only the bottom of a vertical stroke at what appears to be the left side of the space. It is followed by the bottomsof two verticalswhich can be interpretedas
the lower part of eta or nu or perhaps parts of two separateletters. In the next stoichosthere is only the bottom
of a centeredvertical.
Line 4: Only the left diagonal strokeof the dottedalpha and the right diagonal and the apex of the dotted
delta are visible. Of the dotted upsilon only part of a diagonal stroke survives in the top right corner of the
stoichos.
Line 6: The left half of the horizontal stroke of the dottedtau is not visible.
Line 9: Of the dotted rho only the top half is visible. It is followed by a horizontalstrokeacrossthe top of
the letter spacejoined at the left by the top of a vertical.Only the apex of the dotteddelta survivesat the top of
the letter space, and in the penultimate stoichos in this line there is the left diagonal stroke of a triangular
letter.
Line 12: Only the left vertical stroke of the dotted nu is visible.
Line 14: Of the dottedomicrononly a small fragmentof the arc is visible at the top of the damagedletter
space.
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Line 15: Only the left diagonal of the dottedalpha has survived.
Line 16: Of the dottedalpha only the left diagonal and the apex are preserved.The left verticalis all that
is visible of the dottedpi. In the top right cornerof the seventh letter space from the end of this line there is the
free standing tip of a horizontal stroke.
Line 17: Of the two dotted letters IA there survive the tip of a vertical stroke at the bottom of the letter
space and the left diagonal of the next letter. After the omega there is the top of a centeredvertical. Only the
right diagonal strokeof the dottedmu has survived.Of the dottedpi there is preservedonly a horizontalstroke
along the top of the letter space. There appears to be part of a vertical stroke in the top left cornerof the letter
space where I have read a dotted nu.
Line 18: Only the vertical stroke of the dottedgamma is visible.
Line 20: In the top left corner of the letter space after TEAE there survivesthe top of a diagonal stroke
which could only be part of upsilon or psi.

COMMENTARY
Line 1: Between the final nu and the right side of the stone there is an uninscribed
margin of 0.12 m. If we posit a symmetricalmargin at the (now lost) left side, the word to be
restored in this line would occupy 0.565 m. (width of stele) minus (0.12 m. + 0.12 m. = )
0.24 m. (margins) = 0.325 m. Since only the two final letters of the word are preservedon
the stone, we have available only one measurment of 0.055 m. for the width of a letter,
measured on centers.A word occupying0.325 m. in width ought then to contain 0.325 m. 0.055 m. = 5.9 or 6 letters. If one of the letters was iota, it might be possible to restore a
word of 7 letters, i.e. ['Apye]loov.
If we do not posit a margin of 0.12 m. at the left side of the stele, the space available for
line 1 would be 0.565 m. - 0.12 m. = 0.445 m. A word of this width ought to contain0.445
m. 0.055 m. = 8 letters. If one of the letters was iota, not occupying a full letter space, it
would be possibleto restorea word of 9 letters, i.e. ['A 7rEv8L']cov.
Both ethnics might approa
the
of
stele
which
records
an
stand
at
agreement between the two
together
top
priately
states, i.e. [-V7,TroL0Arela 'Ao-Trevbi8coKat 'Apye']wv. Parallels, however, seem to be lacking

for a heading of this type at Argos. Two-line headings inscribedin larger letters are found
on a few Argive decrees,4but much more commonare headings which occupy a single line
and give the name of the honored individual or state in the genitive case, as in SEG XIX,
and at least 12 other examples. It seems preferable,then, to restore['Ao-rv317, 'Po JWv,
8i]wvin line 1 and to assume that only a little is missing at the top of the stele.
Line 2: Since the approximatelength of line can be establishedlower down in the text
where the full width of the stone is preserved,the numberof letters missing at the beginning
here can be set at ca. 25. This leaves ample roombeforethe name of the month 'AMuv[KX]aLov
for restorationof the normal enactmentformula, the last two letters of which are probably
AI. Customarilyin Argive decreesthe month name in the genitive case follows immediately
The only exceptionsto this rule are
upon the last word of the enactmentformula (reAeLaL).
found in SEG XIX,

317, 'AXLaiaL E`0'oe

EK roV 'AyvLriov,
reAELaL,al,30oAXL'AOL

Kapvelov

E'oe rEXELat,al[,3]oAil,<oWL>EKTro TeAEov,
rlvaraL 7rpraT, and SEG XI, 1084, 'AAilatoaL
ApveLov-varat, but there clearly is no room for this kind of formulain our line 1. The day

4SEG XIII, 240, 243;M. Pierartand
BCH, Suppl.
J.-P. Thalmann,"Nouvellesinscriptionsargiennes,"
VI, p. 256, no. 1. Fora possibleheadingof morethantwo linessee SEG XXVI, 426.
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on which an Argive decreewas passed always follows the name of the month, so that in this
instance it probably stood at the beginning of line 3.5 Since the normal enactmentformula
does not occupythe full space of 25 lettersbeforethe name of the month, we might tentatively restore [GEos.TvXat.] at the beginning of line 2, as in the decree published in BCH,
Suppl. VI, p. 269, no. 4. For O?eosalone immediatelybeforethe enactmentformula and not
in a heading, see the decrees published in Mnemosyne 43, 1915, p. 377, no. 6; SEG XI,
1084; XVII, 141, 142 (restored),143.
This is the second attestation of the month Amyklaios at Argos.6 Nine of the twelve
Argive month names are now known, and some sequences have been established, but the
position of Amyklaios in the Argive year remains unknown.7 The participle &Trol'Evov
which modifies Amyklaios is new to Argive calendricterminology,and I have not found a
parallel elsewhere for this word modifyingthe name of a month. The most obviousmeaning
is "following",but a translation such as "in the month of Amyklaios following"is by itself
unsatisfactory.8Following what? The most obvious thing for a month to follow is another
month, but since the Argives presumably knew the order of their own months, it is not
immediatelyapparentwhy it was thought necessaryto recorda familiar sequenceon stone.
There are instancesin the dating formulasof their decrees,however, where the Argives
did record the sequence of their months. Instead of normally inscribing the name of the
month in the genitive case followed by the day in the dative case immediately after the
enactment formula, the Argives in at least nine of their surviving decreesemployed an extended dating formula in which two contiguous months are named in sequence. We have
just quoted two examples of this formula and there are seven more.9Although their word
ordervaries slightly, these nine texts all exhibit the word a&u,oXAuoLa
as a modifierof aAiaati
reAELaL indicatingthat the assemblyat which the following decreewas passed continuedthe
business of an adjournedmeeting held in the previous month. Hence formulationssuch as
aXLalam E'`of TEXELaL,'AyvL7Jov rivaraL bevrTraL, aL/3oAtMi EKroV

Hlava,4ov10have been

interpreted to mean that the unfinished business of a aliaia teleia held in the month of
Panamos was put over until another such assembly which took place on the 29th of
5 Rarely the day is omittedand only the month is given, as in Pierart and Thalmann, BCH, Suppl. VI, pp.

259-260, nos. 2, 3, but these are both very short decreeswhich lack other normalingredients,such as the name
of the proposerof the legislation.
6 Cf. BCH 98, 1974, p. 776, no. 2.
7 The most recent addition to the list of known Argive months is Fa,4os in Pierart and Thalmann, BCH,
Suppl. VI, p. 259, no. 2. For the Argive calendar see W. Vollgraff, Mnemosyne 44, 1916, pp. 48-51; A.
Boethius, Der argivische Kalender: Uppsala Universitets Arsskrift, 1922, fasc. 1; M. Guarducci, "Un decreto

di Argo ritrovato a Pallantion,"ASAtene, n.s. 3-5, 1941-43, pp. 145-147; P. Charneux, "Rome et la Confederation Achaienne,"BCH 81, 1957, pp. 197-202; A. Samuel, Greek and Roman Chronology,Munich
1972, pp. 90-91; Pierart and Thalmann, loc. cit.
8 This use of the participle as modifier of the month name would seem to preclude the designationof an
event within that month, such as "in the month of Amyklaiosfollowing the festival of X," etc. Normally uera
with the accusativewas used for such expressions, without a participle;e.g. IG I3, 61, lines 52-53, e7retba.
E(r?\[0?G e 7r]pv[rav]ELa e 8?Evr[Epa] hera

ra7esv ro7 veop'ot

e]v[vO]

EKKXEE?LaV['ro]e'avTres.

?'[8pas'
9Mnemosyne 43, 1915, pp. 365-371, nos. A,B; pp. 371-374,
no. C; SEG XI, 1084; XIII, 243; XVI, 249;
XXXIX
XVII 311437;
143;XIX,
317;,XXV 362.
10Mnemosyne43, 1915, pp. 365-371, no. A.
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Agyeos.11 If, as has been plausibly suggested,the deferralof business from one aliaia teleia
to another would in most cases be to the next available such meeting, it is safe to follow all
other studentsof these prescriptsin concludingthat the two months named in such formulas
were contiguous.12
Given the restrictionson space at the beginning of our line 3, 1 do not see how the words
'A,uv[KX]aLovEroJelvov can belong to a deferral formula of the ambolimos type, but the
addition of the participle e'rolEvov to Amyklaios may indicate something unusual about
Amyklaios or the month which precededit. In the absence of parallels for the use of E7rO,Evos with a month name elsewhere, we can only guess what unusual feature promptedits
use here, but the most plausible explanationwould seem to be some kind of calendricirregularity, such as an intercalatedmonth or perhaps a newly named or renamedmonth recently addedto the calendarand requiring appropriateannotation.The latter seems unlikely to
me but perhaps not impossible.13Although evidence for intercalationis totally lacking in
our sources for the calendarof Argos, this kind of phenomenonprovidesthe best explanation. We may safely assume that at appropriate intervals the Argives followed the widespread practice of inserting an intercalarymonth into their calendar. If in the year of our
decree the month immediately precedingAmyklaios had been intercalary,its name might
have been recordedat the beginning of line 3 in some such formulationas "in Amyklaios
which follows intercalarymonth X." Or, more plausibly, Amyklaios was itself intercalary
and Eiroge0vov here is to be translatedintransitivelyas the oppositeof wpoqyovyevos; that is,
the two words would have stood in the same relationshipone to the other as did 7rpcros and
8evrepo2/vOTTEpos.

These last three words were employed in calendars elsewhere to distin-

guish an intercalarymonth from the regular month of the same name which it immediately
followed.14On this analogy we might cautiously suggest that our decree was passed in an
which followed the regular Amyklaios.
E'7TO/LEYOS
intercalarymonth designated 'AMVKXAaos9
11For this interpretationsee Vollgraff, op. cit. (footnote7 above), pp. 46-50; Guarducci,op. cit. (footnote7
above), pp. 144-145.
12 This
assumption forms the backboneof all modern studies of the Argive calendar;see footnote 7 above.
There is one decree in which the adjournmentfrom one &XtaiareXeilato the next seems to have taken place
within the same month:SEG XXV, 362, lines 2-3, aAXtaiat
bUvrarat, a.l,o0Xl`[bofe] reAdcaL,'Apvrjov KTraL
WLK ras rteAELas.

This common practice of deferring legislation from one assembly to another at Argos has receivedscant
attention in standard works on Greek political institutions and procedure. I find no discussion of it in Busolt/Swoboda, GriechischeStaatskunde;V. Ehrenberg, The GreekState;etc.
In Attic decrees (K and the genitive in the enactment clause seem always to indicate a change of venue
without explicitly mentioning an adjournmentor a carrying over of business from one meeting to another,
although this may in fact have taken place. See A. S. Henry, Mnemosyne, Suppl. XLIX, The Prescriptsof
Athenian Decrees, Leiden 1977, pp. 38-39, 85-88, 98.
13 Cf. Plutarch, Demetrios 26; Alexander I6 (Aatolov
yap OVKEolWOEtavoi 3ao'-tXEst Tr&v MaKebovwv
c4yEwVT]vv o-rTpaTLav)

ToViTO ptev e'r-qvwpOcroparo, KeEvao-as oEvrepov

'Apreloltov ayetv. P. Charneux

(op.

cit. [footnote7 above],pp. 198-199) discussesthe ancient evidencefor tamperingwith the Argive calendarfor
military purposes.
14 For the contrast between the two adverbs
see Aristotle, Meta7rp(rTwo/7rpoqyovuE'vo and rvoElvwmos
used to distinguish normal
physics, 1030 A22; Plutarch, Moralia, 569 E. For 7rpTroS and 8EVrTpoS/Vo-rpoS
and intercalary months of the same name see, e.g., Samuel, op. cit. (footnote 7 above), pp. 74, 78, 100;
SEG XXX, 980 (Olbia). At Athens the intercalarymonth was designatedas 8,VTrepo, V-(reposor e8oAtI/os,
IG II2 4, Index, p. 29; W. K. Pritchett, "The IntercalaryMonth at Athens,"CP 63, 1968, p. 53.
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The day on which the decreewas passedwould then have been recordedin the dative case at
the beginning of line 3.
6
Line 3: If my readingof the first six letters is correct,the restoration[ypo]<?.E?poAasT
betva is excluded, and we have here the normal formula for the presiding officer of the
council, with his phratry and kome added. Since there is no room at the beginning of this
line or elsewhere in the text to recordthe name of the gropheus, we must assume an unusual, though not unparalleled,15omission of this official;he is normallymentionedimmediately after the clause ap?frevE 3CoXaso belLva.

Polychares does not appear in M. Mitsos, 'ApyoXtK2lIFpoo-croypa4ta, Athens 1952,
and I have not found the name in Argive inscriptionspublished after 1952, but it is attested
in many Peloponnesian cities.16The phratry name Heraieus and the village Kolouris are
both known from other Argive inscriptions.17
To
a in the secondenactmentformulain this line are added
Line 4: To
thethe dative [r]
the words rTC 'Apydcov,which might seem to be a redundantqualification amidst many
other familiar indicationsthat this is indeed an Argive decree. In fact, there is to my knowTrOL
added to '8ofeE
baxlcL in the published
ledge only one other example of rSv 'ApyELwv
decrees of Argos. It is an instructive parallel, however, for the same wording is found in
SEG XIX, 317, a long decreeof ca. 325 B.C. which confershonorson the people of Rhodes.
It has, as we shall see, a number of other suggestivecorrespondenceswith our text. In lines
5-6 we read: frELt ' PobLoLOrvyyevEE EOVTErTWV 'Apyewv avbpEs ayaOot SLareXorvT els
rcoLba4ut rL-v 'Apyetov, etc.
followed a few lines later by ' ro&7
t bautL rTWv 'ApyEL'wv.Like
text (line 30) we find, KaOa 'o& rdo
the
d of
Then near the end
TOV ba,uov rS7v 'ApyE'ov,

this decree for the Rhodians, our newly found text from Nemea is concernedwith relations
between Argos another state, not merely with individual foreigners like proxenoi or
theorodokoi.Publication of our decree at Aspendos might also have been contemplated.18
Hence, the additionof rASv'Apyicov in line 4.
The main body of the decreebegins abruptly, without an explanatoryETretbclause vel
sim., and the syntax throughoutis bumpy and paratactic.As recipientsof the benefits of the
decree the people of Aspendos are called a-vyyEvE[4t KCalca..5. .]oLs 'ApyEowv.The Rhodians
15The gropheus is also omittedin SEG XI, 316 ( = Meiggs and Lewis, GHI,
HI, no. 42), lines 43-45 and SEG
and the
XI, 1084, lines 3-4. In SEG XXV, 362, the decree begins with Erl ypofE'os raTaL3OvXaiOLOnEcKra
clause is omitted entirely.
16 E.g., Phlious, W. Peek, "Neue Inschriftenaus Epidauros,"AbhLeip LXIIIv,v,Berlin 1972, p. 14, no. 16,
line 26; Megara, IG IV2 1, 71, lines 34, 40, 56, 62; Epidauros, SEG XXVI, 452; Troizen, IG IV, 753 with
Add.; Mantineia, IG V 2, 272; 323, no. 83; Tegea, IG V 2, 32, line 3; Megalopolis, IG V 2, 1, line 33; Messene, Pausanias, iv.4.5; and at Athens, Kirchner, PA, nos. 12099-12102; Meritt and Traill, The Athenian
ap7)TEvE /3XAa; o beLva

Agora, XV, Inscriptions. The Athenian Councillors, Princeton 1974, no. 61, line 184.
17 Heraieus: W. Vollgraff, "Novae Inscriptiones Argiyae," Mnemosyne 47, 1919, p. 164, line 5; SEG
XVII, 144. For a helpful bibliographyon the phratriesof Argos and two additionsto the list of attestedphratry names, see C. B. Kritzas, ITHAH, To,jos ELs^v Iv N. KovToA\ovTOs, Athens 1981, p. 506 (cf. SEG
XXIX, 361); M. Pierart, "Note sur trois noms de phratries argiennes,"'BCH105, 1981, pp. 611-613.
Kolouris:Guarducci,op. cit. (footnote7 above), pp. 142 (lines 26, 40), 150. The locationof this village is
apparently unknown. Like most of the other Argive komai known only from inscriptions it is ignored by F.

Gschnitzer (Abhiingige Orte im griechischen Altertum [Zetemata XVII], Munich 1958, pp. 68-81, Argos)

and by R. A. Tomlinson (Argosand the Argolid, Ithaca 1972).
18 Cf. lines 30-31 of the decree for the
TO Ia-4Uta.
Rhodians, ayypa[arTvrwv]be KaLev 'PoCbwt
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are also called a-vyyEvfes of the Argives, as we have seen, in the closely related decreeSEG
XIX, 317. Caution is required before taking this word literally as an indicator of actual,
rather than alleged, consanguinity,but D. Musti, in a careful study of its usage in Hellenistic inscriptions,has concludedthat it was not until late Hellenistic and Roman times that
the more contrived examples of a-vyyeve'a between different poleis began to appear in
Greek inscriptions. He suggested that the Argive decree in honor of the Rhodians comes
before this trend and that it probably reflects an historically attested connectionbetween
Argos and Rhodes.19At least as early as 189 B.C. at any rate we have clear evidencethat the
Rhodians claimed an Argive foundationfor their state; see commentarybelow on line 7.
The people of Aspendos seem also to have had a special relationshipwith Argos, if we
can trust the brief report of Strabo: "Ao-Trev8os7roAlseav83povo-a tKavWs,'ApyeWov

KTL-

C.'20C.

Brixhe in an exhaustive examination of the Pamphylian dialect has
ra-Ma,
xiv.667
concluded that the linguistic evidence from this region accords with the legends of early
Greek settlement, some of which feature the founding heroes Mopsos and Kalchas. Specifically he argues for an Argive settlementof Aspendos in the 8th or 7th centuryB.C.21It will
be to this tie of kinship, then, that the Argives refer in lines 4-5 of our decreewhile bestowing citizenship on the Aspendians. Context and the number of missing letters make arvyyev'[a-t KcataTrovt]ots 'ApyeTwvthe most likely restoration.22Compare the wording of a 4th19AnnPisa 32, 1963, pp. 225-239. A possible connectionbetween the two cities, which could have gained
enough credencefor diplomaticpurposes,might be reflectedin the leadershipof Tlepolemos over the Rhodian
contingentat Troy, Iliad 11.653-670. D. L. Page's view that lines 668-670 are an interpolationwould not be
fatal to this sort of connection, nor is his attempt to demonstratethat Tlepolemos was not a Dorian hero
entirely convincing (History and the Homeric Iliad, Berkeley 1959, pp. 147-149, 176, note 86); see the contrary view of R. Hope Simpson, J. F. Lazenby, The Catalogueof the Ships in Homer's Iliad, Oxford 1970,
pp. 117-120.
At any rate, the tradition of an Argive origin for Rhodes was strong as early as the 5th century B.C.and
was believed by Pindar, 0. 7, and Thucydides, vII.57.6. C. Blinkenberg (Lindos II, coll. 1011-1015) has
collected the evidence for the influence of Argos on the place names and institutions of Rhodes; he builds a
compellingcase.
In another Argive decree in honor of Alexandrosof Sikyon the relationshipbetween the honorand'scity
and its founding polis, Argos, is describednot as a-vyyeveta but as ra 7rTpov7rapXov-TraoLKGtorarTOrat 7TotX
TraL ToXLvTr&v XLKVWUOwv
7TOL
(SEG XXV, 362, lines 7-8). This example would seem to weaken Musti's
case for drawing a distinction between syngeneia and oikeotes,since Sikyon was also regardedas an Argive
foundation.
The only other occurrenceof syngeneia in Argive inscriptionsis in SEG XXVI, 426, a letter of the people
of Argos to the city of Aigeai in Kilikia of ca. A.D.200 which honors Publius Anteius Antiochosfor his efforts
in renewing the palaia syngeneia between Argos and his native city. See the illuminating discussionof this text
by L. Robert ("Documentsd'Asie Mineure," BCH 101, 1977, pp. 120-132). For other "liensmythiques"between Argos and Phrygia in Imperial times see T. Drew-Bear, Nouvelles inscriptions de Phrygie, Zutphen
1978, p. 67.
20 See also Eustathios, Commentary on Dionysios Periegetes, C. Miiller,
Geographi graeci minores II, Paris
7
1882 p ,
'rore Kara 7-oAiv.Hellanikos (FGrHist,
"Aa-revbos,evav8lpovo-a
?852, 'Apyeldwbe KTLO-/.La

no. 4, F 15) gives the name of the founder as Aspendos.

21Le dialecte grec de Pamphylie
(Bibliotheque de l'Institut Francais d'Etudes Anatoliennes d'Istanbul

XXVI), Paris 1976, pp. 147, 191-194. For the connectionof Mopsos with the foundationof Aspendossee D.
Hereward, "Inscriptionsfrom Pamphylia and Isauria,"JHS 78, 1958, pp. 57-59; L. Robert, Hellenica 1112, 1960, pp. 177-178.
22The space available at the beginning of line 5 seems to require a restorationof greater length than [4lA]otv, the word which most frequently accompanies r-vyyevEst in Greek inscriptions. C. Habicht has
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'AaoTv7raXatevcentury B.C. decree from Epidauros, IG IV2 1, 47: '~o 7eTOlS ' ErLtSavpL'oSL
'(rL aT7roLKoLs'Ertavp'wfv

OVOLK(a evepyeTaLs

aTreAeav e.lEV....

Lines 6-7: The grant of citizenship to the Aspendians is accompaniedby the privilege
of approachingthe Argive assembly.This is the first occurrencein publishedArgive decrees
of a formulawhich is widely attestedelsewhere. Apart from the evidenceit providesfor constitutional procedureat Argos, the main interestof the formulain its present extendedform
is the light it throws on relationsbetween Argos and the cities of Rhodes and Soloi. Accessto
the Argive aliaia is grantedto the people of Aspendoson a preferredbasis after sacredmatters have been discussedand after the Rhodians have had the opportunityto exercise their
prior right of approachingthe same body. This prior right of the Rhodians was doubtless
granted in a decreewhich must be earlier than our new text from Nemea.23
I cannot explain the spelling Trvs ' Pobloovin lines 6-7. After rebacwe might expect the
accusative plural TrOs 'Po&bovs-,cf. IG XII 8, 640 (Peparethos) 7rpCTro
'Po,uaL'ovg. Perhaps then a word such as

7rpEo-f8evTas

ETa a epa Ka
Tera
is to be understood or has been omit-

ted, or ' Po0lwv was inscribedin error.Alternatively, 'Poblt'wv
may be sound and we should
an
in
r<a>
XII
error
i.e.
cf.
IG
Wreba
rTvsg,
'Pobtiov,
9, 898 (Chalkis) TrpTro~L
postulate
'
pieO' tepa [Ka ra

Pco]jaalWv.

In bestowing this privilege on the Aspendians the Argives draw attention at the beginning of line 7 to the fact that similar rights have previously been awarded to the people of
Soloi, KaOa7rEp K[a]L TOLS1oAX6er; the dative echoes 'AarT[Ev]L'os in line 4. These privi-

leges for the people of Soloi were also no doubt the topic of an earlier Argive decreewhich
may have closely resembled the present document. If we can believe Diogenes Laertius
(I.5I) the ethnic in line 7 is that of the Kilikian Soloi and not the homonymouscity on the
north coast of Kypros, for in speaking of the former he observes, KaLeLOLoL AEvE'vOevZo'
AEXS,ol 8 a,ro KvrwpovZoAoL.24
here.
suggestedto me the attractionof restoring [oIKZd]ots
23Argive citizenship and the right of approachingthe aliaia were not grantedto the Rhodians in the honorary decreeto which I have already referred,SEG XIX, 317, probablybecausethey had already receivedthese
benefits.
24 Echoed in Eustathios
(see footnote20 above), p. 372, chap. 876. Ancient traditionwas not unanimouson
-- - -6 TroXArrs ZoAXEvsKa(L o0XLo. E. Oberthis distinction;cf. Stephanos Byz., s.v. EoAot. KLXLKLas
7ro0XLs
hummer in RE III, A, col. 938, no. 2 collectsother evidence.The legends on coins from Kilikian Soloi would
seem to support Diogenes' distinction, at least for the period of our decree. Although G. F. Hill, following
and oAXo09,
and both forms are found on
Stephanos Byzantinos, stated that "The ethnikon was both ZoAXevs
the early coins," ZoAiLos
appears only on four coins in his catalogue which belong to a relatively small issue
dated "circa450-386 B.C." Used at the same time as this issue and consistentlyafter it is the much more prolific
form ZOAEQfN(G. F. Hill, British Museum Catalogueof the Greek Coins of Lycaonia,Isauria, and Cilicia,
London 1900, pp. lxxi-lxxv, nos. 144-156). Cf. L. Robert, Hellenica 2, 1946, p. 72. On the legends
ZOAEfIN and EOAIKON see C. Kraay, Archaicand ClassicalGreekCoins, Berkeley 1976, pp. 6, 278, 284.
"We adopt X10os9
for the inhabitant of Cypriot Soloi as comparedwith IoXEAv,inhabitant of the Kilikian
Soloi."I. Michaelidou-Nicolaou, Prosopographyof Ptolemaic Cyprus (Studiesin MediterraneanArchaeology
XLIV), Goteborg 1976, p. 6. On Kilikian Soloi see W. Ruge, RE III, A, coll. 935-938, and especially D.
Magie, Roman Rule in Asia Minor, Princeton 1950,1, pp. 273-274; II, pp. 1148-1149; M. Gough in Princeton Encyclopediaof ClassicalSites, Princeton 1976, p. 851, on the physical remains.
Contact between Kyprian Soloi and the Sanctuary of Zeus at Nemea is attested by the theorodokos
Stasikrates, son of Stasias, who appears under the rubric ev 1o0Xotsin the Kyprian panel of the recently
discoveredcatalogue of theorodokoi,S. G. Miller, Hesperia 48, 1979, pp. 78-79.
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The appearanceof this Kilikian city in a decreewhich honors syngeneis and apoikoi of
the Argives is timely, as is their proximityto the Rhodians in line 6, for there was an ancient
tradition that Soloi, like Aspendos, had been an Argive colony and that the Rhodians had
also participatedin its foundation.25The earliest appearanceof this connectionin the surviving literary sources is to be found in the speech of the Rhodian ambassadorsbefore the
Roman Senate in 189 B.C. Polybios (xxi.24) presentsthe Rhodian claim that Soloi should be
granted freedomfrom the rule of Antiochos III as follows:26
7TEpL oAXoVTWrV
poofjAXOovaOtis o 'PodbtoL Trposgr7V crvyKX7rTOV, aLovvres
KLALKtL'WV
biLayap Tr7V o-vyyEVELave'ao-av KaO7aKetvavroLs' TpovoELO-OaL
rTs
Kaa7rep
oAV,
Kat PoSlovs' e
7roAXEco
ravTrr?. ELvaLyap 'ApyeLwv a7iroLtKov
aSXa
ov abEX0ALKqVovo'av aTreetKVVov Tr7V 0vyyevELav &Tpo
Wv EYVKa
ovX.
'
iLKatoVE!ao-av eLvaL rvXelP avrovs rvjs eEXvOepLas vro
PoPwpcaiovbta rjs

xapTros.
CoC)oV

Neither Polybios nor Livy report any attempt at the time to refute these claims of kinship between Rhodes and Soloi on the one hand and Argos on the other. Indeed the Senate
was preparedto go to great lengths to turn over Soloi to the Rhodians, if they had persisted
in their demands.27The importanceof our decree on this point would seem to be that, as in
the case of Aspendos,so earlier for Rhodes and Soloi, the Argiveshad translatedthese bonds
of kinship and colonization into political action. Citizenship and other privileges were bestowed upon her offspring by the mother city.
SEG XIX, 317 shows that Rhodes had made a substantial loan to Argos, interest free,
to help repair her walls and revitalize her cavalry.In our decree,as we shall see, it is anticipated that Aspendianswill live in Argos and Argives in Aspendos. Probablya third decree,
which seems to be implicit in the words KaOa7repK[a]trot

0oAEvri-L
(line 7), recorded simi-

lar direct evidenceof interactionbetween Argos and Soloi. The sincerityof Argive claims to
syngeneia with Rhodes and Soloi on the basis of colonization has been questioned.28Our
decree cannot forestall such skepticism,but at the very least it serves now to push back the
date when such claims were made in a public forum from 189 B.C. to the 4th century B.C.
Some might even be inclined to concludethat a little weight has been added to the scales in
favor of the view that there was more to these claims than empty rhetoric.
The occurrence of KaLafter oAEvri-Land again at the beginning of line 8 after aywvas
25
TWa
wK
ALvbov;Pomponius Mela, 1.71, Urbs est olim a
Strabo, xiv.67I, 'AXaiLV KaL 'Poblwv KT-LlJa
Rhodiis Argivisque, post piratis, Pompeio assignante, possessa; Eustathios (footnote 20 above), p. 372, chap.
876, AXyovrTaL8e ZoXoLKara rLvas aroo XoAwvos.ol 8f 'AXaL&Kat 'Poblwv KTLo-'laTr)V 7roXLv4ao-t.
26

27

Cf. Livy, xxxvII.56, who follows Polybios' text very closely.
Polybios, xxI.24.I4; Livy, xxxvn.56.9. On the speech in general and its occasionsee H. H. Schmitt,Rom

und Rhodos (Miunchener Beitr. zur Papyrusforsch. und ant. Rechtsgesch. XL) Munich 1957, pp. 81-84; E.

S. Gruen, "Rome and Rhodes in the Second Century B.C.," CQ, n.s. 25, 1975, pp. 64-65, with earlier
bibliography.
28 By Magie (loc. cit. [footnote24 above]), "theArgive traditionmay well be an inventionof the Hellenistic
period."The Argive connectionis not mentionedby W. Ruge in his RE article on Soloi (footnote24 above).
On the complexity of the Rhodian claim see F. W. Walbank, A Historical Commentaryon Polybius III,
Oxford 1979, p. 118.
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shows that the second half of line 7 containeda brief clause in which the Aspendians were
granted some privilege in the games controlled by Argos. ENZKAHINE could be intertv, accusative plural29 of et'oKcAXro-t,with Argolic intervocalic sigma
preted as EVo-KXrA

omitted.30It could also be interpretedas 'VOcrKXr'
tv{'}, accusativesingular, possibly with a
mason's error responsible for the superfluous sigma. Since the plural would be redundant
and awkward, this second alternativeseems preferable.31
Aspendian theoroi who are sent to Nemea to sacrifice to Zeus and to Argos to make
offeringsto Argive Hera are to rporeTre t 7r[e]8a. ( =-/erca) Twv 'A[p]yde/ov. Clearly some
honor is being bestowed on the theoroi by permittingthem to share in this activity with the
Argives. 7rpoTre'jrco, used transitively, normally means to send forward, escort, or conduct
someone or some thing.32Perhaps in this religious context (Otvrovras, line 8) an object is
understood,i.e. 7rpo7Trl7rEtvrTa [apa, conduct the sacred rites, send forth the offerings, vel
sim.33 It may also be that with rovs Oeapov as its subjectthe verb is here used intransitively
and is possibly related to 7rpoTro,urevwo,to lead the procession, or 'rpo7ropet'.34 It would be

from the city out to the two sanctuariesin question
fitting for the Argives to lead the 7ro/7,r17
and an honor for the Aspendiantheoroi to be invited to join their kinsmen at the front of the
parade.
This passage is reminiscent of the decree in honor of the Rhodians (SEG XIX, 317)
where the crown which they will receive is to be announcedby the agonothetesat the gymnikoi agones of the Hekatomboia and of the Nemeia (lines 19-21). P. Amandry (BCH,
Suppl. VI, pp. 224-226) argued that the parallelism between this clause and the publication formula in lines 27-29, which calls for stelai to be erected,[,rap]"HpatKatev Ne/at'L,is
so close as to indicate that the Hekatomboia were celebratedat the Argive Heraion. Our
new decree with its specific designationof "Hpa 'Apyeda(line 9) and 7r[a]p "Hpa[L]in the
publication formula (line 16), supports his argument, although the name of Hera's festival
is not given.
is on the right track, this
If my interpretation of Trpo7rE/Tre/J
7Tr[ElbarWv 'A[p]yEL'cov
29For the accusativeplural ending of -L stems, see C. D. Buck, The GreekDialects, Chicago 1965, p. 91.
30For Ivo(- and els used in close proximity in the same text see the decreefor the Rhodians,SEG XIX, 317,
lines 6, 9.
31 For another example of this rare word in a similar context see the Attic decree, IG II2, 1064, line 20
els rovs AlorvoraKOV9 &y&[vasavroV re KaL rovs '7raZ]bag
(SEG XXI, 506), uereXELVbe KaLelTKX\crLTEs
avrov; cf. SEG XXI, 505, lines 9-10, restored.
32 Examples in LSJ9. The verb does not seem to be used often in epigraphictexts. OGIS 544, line 31 (Ankara). See footnotes33 and 34, below.
33Aischylos,Persians, 621-622, ya7rorovs b'eywo TLLas Trpo7Tre/CO
r7a-be VeprepoLS OEolS,with Broadhead's note. In Athenian ephebic decrees of late Hellenistic times the young men are praised because they
a7rtjvTr?rravbe

Kat

ro

lEpolS

Kal TrpoeTrep./t[av] avra,

IG II2, 1006, lines 4, 74; cf. 1008, line 8 (restored);

1011, line 8; 1028, lines 9-10; 1029, lines 6-7; 1030, line 6; 1040, line 1. The meaning here seems to be "escort
the sacred objects" in a procession. See C. Pelekides, Histoire de l'Vphebie attique (Ecole Franqaise d'Athenes,

Travaux et Memoires XIII), Paris 1962, pp. 222-224. Cf. also IG IV2 1, 47, lines 8-11, ra lap[e]Lara

TwVv

rov] 'E7rLbavplov ['7r0]/7raL Kal Ovev TroL 0el.
'Acrrv7raX[aL]e'ov7re'/7reo'[0]aLorv rTa[L
34For 7rporopiTretasee IG IV2 1, 66, lines 64-67, el'ev be avrTCO KaL7rpo"To/nTELavTOlS 'A7roAAcwvLEoLs
KaLeyyovoLs avrov Kat Tro.TrEVETCOKaL EvavOeog f,ovs. Cf. FdD III, ii, no. 48, line 53;
KaL'A[-rKA]a7rtetoLt
Inschriften von Priene, Berlin 1906, no. 108, line 281; no. 109, line 215; Die Inschriften des Asklepieions

(Altertiimervon PergamonVIII, iii, Berlin 1969), no. 21, line 33.
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clause will refer to the processionfrom Argos to Nemea at the time of the festival of Nemeian Zeus (Pausanias, 11.19.5) and to the processionout to the Argive Heraion which Herodotos immortalizedin his story of Kleobis and Biton (I.3I).
At the beginning of line 10 the Aspendian theoroi seem to be granted some further
honor. While no convincing restoration can be built on the single epsilon: KaXLo-OaL
E[...:..ca..
], the only examples of this very commontype of formulawhich I have found
in Argive decrees are the following: KaX\tO-Oa[Lt
C' rpo]ESpl'avrosi^Aiovvo[ots]
(SEG III,
S'
312 [Mykenai, ca. 200 B.C.]);
ALorvo-oLS' (IG IV, 497 [Mykenai, ca.
irpoebptav KaXLo-Oat
197-195 B.C.]). It would be fitting at this point in our decree to grant the Aspendians prohedria;the spacing is right for this restoration.
In line 10 I have restored [e7rTLfXE]o-OaLon the basis of E7T/AXEr-OaL8b Kat in line 12.
Our text by itself is perhaps too laconicto permit any certain conclusionsabout the singular
rTOv
ayovoOrav in lines 10-11, but there is at least an implicationhere that at this date the
same official had both the Nemeia and the Heraia festivals under his care. L. Moretti has
drawn a similar inferencefrom a clause in the decreein honor of the Rhodians (SEG XIX,
317): Kapv^aL8c Trov 'Trefavov 'EKarovftovotL Tov aywvoOerav ev T WLaycoVLTWLyV/LpV/LKCO,Kapvgat eV Kat Neqzot rTOVayLovoOerav Ev TOL ayVL TC&lyvMILVLtKWt
(lines 19-21).
"L' agonoteta delle Heraia e delle Nemee e la medesima persona, e le due festivita si svolgono
in eta ellenistica in tutti gli anni dispari a. C., rispettivamente nella seconda meta di giugno
(Heraia) e nella prima meta di luglio (Nemee)" (ISE I, p. 94). In 209 B.C. Philip V of
Macedon held the curatio of both festivals (Livy, xxvnII.30.9). Ca. 114 B.C. King Nikomedes

Euergetesof Bithynia was agonothetesof both celebrations(SEG II, 53, from the Heraion).
In Roman times one agonothetescertainly presided over both the Nemeia and the Heraia,
IG IV, 589, 597. The 3rd-centuryB.C. decreein honorof Alexandrosof Sikyon (SEG XXV,
362) shows that the same board of ten Argive Hellanodikai also officiatedat both festivals:
roVS! 8E EEXXavoSi[Ka]vsrTvCONeptowvaKaL HpaLCovTrV 7rOTrEXE Kapv4at Elv Trt ayw[vt]
TwV'Hpatwv Kat Nkelowv (lines 16-18).35 In a list of agonistic officials of the 2nd-3rd

centuries after Christ from Argos we find a ypoe'vs 8e a,4orEp[cv] Twv aywvco).36 In a
long series of honorarydecreesfor foreignersbeginning at least as early as ca. 318-315 B.C.
the Argives make their proxenoi OeapoboKot
Tro AtlO TOV Ne'Kat Kiaras "Hpas ras 'ApyeLas.37All this evidencepoints to the conclusionthat the official named in our lines 10-11
probablyhad charge of both the Nemeia and the Heraia festivals.
The four hiaromnamones(line 11) are familiar from severalArgive inscriptions.38

Since [E'rzWL'Ae]o-OaL
takes the genitive case, the accusative plural -- -]TvydavovTas,
which follows the gap in line 11, will modify its subject,and the objectwill be TWVOEapwv
35For the Argive Hellanodikai see L. Robert, Hellenica 5, 1948, p. 60; idem, Hellenica 8, 1950, p. 80; P.
Charneux, "Inscriptionsd'Argos,"BCH 80, 1956, pp. 604-610; P. Amandry, "Sur les concours argiens,"
BCH, Suppl. VI, pp. 226-228.
36
37Charneux, op. cit., p. 605.
See Amandry,BCH, Suppl. VI, p. 245.
38

M. W6rrle, Untersuchungen zur Verfassungsgeschichte von Argos, Munich 1964, pp. 12, 48, 84-85, and
7rtypafa'e(K TipvvOos>>,

<<
the helpful citations in N. Verdelis, M. Jameson, I. Papachristodoulou,
'ApxaiKal
194-195.
1975,
pp.
'Apx'E0,
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understood.The missing fragmentfrom the middle of the stele has left a gap in this line ca.
0.165 m. in width between IAPOMN and TYrXANONTAM, i.e. ca. 15-16 letters. This
can be reducedto ca. 10-11 letters when we restorelapop.[c4tovas] and probablyto ca. 6-7
letters if we insert rovg/rovs with the participle. There is still room in this line of ca. 50
letters for a modifierof rvyXavovras and possibly a prepositionalprefix. I suggest [rovTaEL?
avrt]rvyxavovras, "those who are currently in office."39It seems clear from the general
context and from the end of line 12, rov a7ravra Xp6vov, that the arrangementsare intended to be permanent;future magistrateswill have been forewarned.
Lines 12-13: The agonothetesand the hiaromnamonesare instructedto take care of the
theoroi from Aspendos when they come to sacrifice to Zeus at Nemea and to Hera (lines
8-11). Now the aliaia is told to look after the Aspendians in general "for all time." The
preservedletters in line 12 are more closely spacedthan those in the precedinglines of text,
and the gap between the two surviving fragments is ca. 0.133 m. wide, leaving room for a
restorationof ca. 13-14 letters. The four survivingletters NEAE might be interpretedas an
accusative plural ending, perhaps parallel to Tav ataalav which is the subject of TrqL.deor as C. Kritzas sugXro-Oat.
ras apXas a&ra]vo-as,
We might very tentatively suggest [cKat
both
have
been
and
given instructionsto
gests, [raT aprvvas]. Assembly
magistrates may
look after the Aspendians. For the accusativeof the extent of time, without a preposition,
the only Argive parallels are, again, in SEG XIX, 317, the decreefor the Rhodians, line 11,
Xpvov; line 15, rTOvAotov Xpovov.
XPpovovroXvv; line 14, rov 4fi7rpoo-Oa
I have
In line 13 after the genitive rScv'Aor7revS'iw,
which is the objectof '7rLAE'Ae-OSat,
interpreted the sentence as running on to include the protasis at' ri Ka 3'c[wvraL].The
Aspendians will be the subjectof this clause, "if they should request anything."AeopaL in
this kind of context usually takes a genitive40(r7vos) and not Tr as here, but in the Attic
decree IG I3, 101 (410/09 B.C.)we find ros re o[rpareyo] ho' av hEKca-rorea[PXOO-t
rcvra^s rtpue~']A?o-Oat
avrov ho rt av Sovrat (lines 53-54).
The text of our lines 10-13 helps us now to understandbetter and to restore the lost
Argive decree, IG IV, 480, which was found near the temple of Zeus at Nemea in 1884. 1I
suggest that this inscription,which concernsthe people of Seriphos, is to be restoredwith a
line of ca. 30 letters in length as follows:
Oat be rov [aywvoOerav

KaL rTvs tapo]-

s- c7reiAo-Oat [C ---

ca6- - -

vT
[rovS a aLrTvyxavovTa],AvalAovag

5

]
EAF?/NEANE
a7ravra
[Tov
ro]Xpovov
, I
ittI
v lepfptov,
aL'[ril a be'ovrat Kat rs Ka )XP]epLtflwv [- ]
aL<C>?<L>

7 lapis AIlHE.
39 Cf. IG
IV, 554 (Halieis), ha be 3oX\a roreXaro ha&vrtrvXvo-a, "the council which is in office .. ."; IG

IV, 521; SEG XI, 301 (Argive Heraion), [rovs ---

rov a&]vrLtvyXavovrav;
IG IV2 1, 66, lines 56-59

7roLelorOaL
roVg afl avTrLrvvXavovTaS baptL(Epidauros), ra' be avayopefvrtos trov9oreTfavov rav eT7rTLeAXeLav
opyovg KaLrov a&yvo[O]eTav KaLrobv EXXavoG&Kas;Syll.3, no. 479, lines 9-10 (Delphi).
40E.g. at Athens, IG II2, 1, line 10; 110, lines 14-18; 448, line 47, all with
frLIMeAE'o1IaL.
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Since we have no photographor drawing of the letter forms, it is impossibleto assign a
date to this inscription, but the similarity in phraseologyto our decree for the Aspendians
might indicate that this document is roughly contemporarywith it. It is even possible that
the privileges here grantedto the people of Seriphos included some of those extendedto the
Aspendians, such as citizenship and the right to live in Argos. In IG IV, 480, M. Fraenkel
observed "De aycovoravs(vs. 4) non iudicarepraestat, antequam confirmeturlectio." Per[8e Tav aXtalav KaLrTasapXa]s a7r<a>vo-as (?) or [ray aprvva]s.
haps, then, E7rtLJXeoaOaL

Connectionsbetween Seriphosand Nemea in the 4th centuryB.C. are attestedby the theorodokos Euarchos of Seriphos in the recently discoveredlist of theorodokoifrom Nemea, see
footnote24 above.
Lines 13-15: Aspendians, upon request, will be permittedto live in Argos as long as
they pay the same taxes as the Argives, and referenceis made in the K[aO]a7rEpclause to a
reciprocalagreementabout Argives living in Aspendos. Since they have been given citizenship in this decree,Aspendianswill not live in Argos as metics, paying a metoikikontax. For
the wording, which is new to Argive official language, see SIG3, 941, lines 11-17, MagoKa[LEC)VE]VOLKitL u Mayvro-r[aL,elvaLaLv]rS yjs Ka
nesia, 3rd century B.C., ear bertS?
-] TrE\XTXov[[VTL o'-a o M]ayvs rTEXAL.For this usage of the verb
oLKLas-E[yKTrjo--.V
lines 24-25, ai'r[s' Ka x]p L7L TOV7v [,L7r]otE?L.
xpJJco cf. ICr III (Itanos), p. 90, no. 8,
The K[aO]a7TEp
clause seems to cite a currentarrangementfor Argives living in Aspendos which had been previouslyestablished,no doubt by a decreeof the Aspendians;it is not
an enabling clause instituting a new arrangement.How much earlier than our decreesuch a
document might have come into existence in Aspendos is impossible to say. It would be
interesting to know how many Argives were actually living in Aspendos at this time and
why, and how many Aspendiansexercisedtheir option of establishingresidencein Argos. I
find no mention of Argives, however, in the meager literary and epigraphical record from
Aspendos, and our decree is the first evidencefor Aspendiansat Argos. The mention of the
people of Soloi and the Rhodians in lines 6-7 raises the possibility that similar reciprocal
arrangements existed between Argos and these two states. Relations with the Rhodians
were particularly close, as we have seen from the long Argive decree in their honor (SEG
XIX, 317).41Mention should also be made here of the suggestionof S. G. Miller (Hesperia
46, 1977, p. 21) that a block inscribed 'Pobiov which was found at Nemea may belong to
one of the oikoi whose foundations he has excavated to the south of the Temple of Zeus.
Lines 15-18: Most surviving Argive decrees were inscribed on a single stele which was
erected in the sanctuary of Apollo Lykeios. Here too were to be found stelai which carried
the names of Argive citizens arranged by tribe, phratry, and pentekostys.42 The remains of
Cf. also SEG XVII, 142, an Argive decree of the 3rd century B.C. in honor of the Rhodian[. . .] stratos,
son of Aristonymos. Another Argive decree before 169 B.C. for the Rhodian Timarchos, son of Ariston, is
attested in the Lindian inscription, Lindos II, no. 195. See also the good discussion of Argive influence on
Rhodes by C. Blinkenberg,Lindos II, coll. 1011-1015.
42 In the
honorarydecreefor Alexandrosof Sikyon the strategoiare instructedto recordhis grant of citizenI KaLTOLaXAAot
ship as follows: a[v]ypa*rat Evs rTavoa-raXasa raV Ev TtCOLEpL roiV'AroAArcovovTOVAVKEL'OV,
TroAZraL
aV Ka avTos 7rpoatprjraL,SEG XXV, 362;
faTpav Kat 7revrTqKorrvv,
yeypa/,avraL, e[v]s fvAav KaL
Moretti, ISE I, no. 41. W. Vollgraffs view (Mnemosyne 44, 1916, p. 67) that inscribedlists of citizens were
the hallmark of an oligarchicregime has been questionedby L. Moretti, loc. cit., who suggestedthat the lists
41
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the sanctuaryapparently still elude the excavators,43but its location in or near the agora is
provedby the publication formula of the treatyjoining togetherAthens, Argos, Mantineia,
and Elis in 420 B.C.44 In the publication formulas of Argive decreesthe sanctuaryis designated as ev rS&tlapct rov 'AroAAXwosvrov AVKeA
ov45 or ev rSL roovAVKE'ov tapL.46

Instructionsto erect a stele at Nemea are rare in survivingArgive decrees.In additionto
the five or six published decreesfound at Nemea itself,47the only other example is, significantly, the honorarydecree for the Rhodians (SEG XIX, 317) which has, as we have seen,
already shed considerablelight on the interpretationof our text. It is also the only other
decreewhich calls for three stelai to be set up, the third being in a sanctuaryof Hera, lines
27-29, ayypalrat 1e rToIoKrll.a ev o-raalats XAtO'vats Kat avrOeE ver T(Lt LapOt tro 'ATroXAXwvos roV AVKELOVKCa['ra&p]"Hppat KaLev Ne/.dat.48 This triple disposition of the stelai

clearly underlinesthe importanceof these two decrees.The ties with Rhodes and Aspendos
were made manifest; it is possible that the benefits enjoyed at Argos by the people of Soloi,
briefly mentioned in our line 7, were also proclaimed on three similar stelai.

The new text from Nemea contains the most complex publication formula of any
known Argive decree, for in addition to the three stelai set up in the sanctuariesof Apollo
Lykeios, Zeus at Nemea,

and Hera, instructions

are given for the name of the people of

Aspendos to be added in inscription .7r[or]rov reXajc ova rov ev r&otrov AvKe[Lov] la[p]S.t
[rov 8a].to
Tbav v
'Ao-7rev[sL'co]v
irora[va]y[p]adxat. It is clearly to a specific telamon that

referenceis made, not merely to inscribingthe name "ona telamon."The telamon in question is also already inscribed, since the people of Aspendos are being added to it (7roraro6E) which is to be written up on the telamon,
vaypa/atL). It is not the decree (rTOSotK?7ja
but only the words o baS^os
r7v 'AoT7rev8tLWV,
and since the main purposeof our documentis
to confer citizenship en bloc on the Aspendians,it follows that their name is to be added to
an existing list of Argive citizens. There was, then, in the sanctuary of Apollo Lykeios a
telamon on which the Argives inscribed the names of those to whom they had granted
recordedonly the names of foreignerswho had receivedcitizenship from the Argive state.
43Cf. N. Papachatzes,HIavo-av'ov'EAXXabos
Ilept7'yflos't II, Athens 1976, pp. 156-157; M. Pierart, J.-P.
Thalmann, BCH 102, 1978, p. 790, BCH, Suppl. VI, p. 255. For the importanceof the sanctuaryin Pausanias' itinerary at Argos, see M. Pierart, "Deux notes sur l'itineraire argien de Pausanias,"BCH 106, 1982,
pp. 149-152.
44
Thucydides, v.47.I I; cf. schol. Euripides, Helen, 6; Pausanias, 11.19.3-5, and other testimonia.
45 IG IV,
SEG
240; XVII, 142;
317; XVI, 255; XXV, 362. Cf. SEG XXVI, 426.

559;
XIX,
XIII,
SEG XIII, 241; XVI, 246, 250; XVII, 141; Mnemosyne 43, 1915, p. 375, no. E, p. 378, no. H; BCH,
Suppl. VI, p. 261, nos. 3, 4; ibid., no. 1.
47 IG IV,
479, 480; SEG XXIII, 178(?), 183, 184; XXV, 356. Among the few small fragmentsof decrees
from the currentexcavationsof the University of California, Berkeley,there is none which preservespart of a
publicationformula.
48 The restoration
[7rap]"Hpal, instead of Vollgraffs [ral] "HpaL,Mnemosyne 44, 1916, p. 221 (followed
by F. G. Maier, GriechischeMauerbauinschriftenI, p. 147, no. 33, and L. Moretti, ISE I, no. 40) is due to G.
Daux and P. Charneux, BCH 81, 1957, p. 684. It is also found in line 4 of a list of athleticvictorieswhich they
publish.
Ev7rwttepoLin the decreefor the Rhodians,but it is clear
Vollgraff, Maier, and Moretti all print av0i1,uEv
from the excellent photograph published by P. Amandry (BCH, Suppl. VI, p. 225) that the stone has ANOEMEN EN TflI IAPQI. P. Charneux (loc. cit.) had pointed out that Vollgraff's own majuscule copy has
ANOEMEN.
46
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citizenship,but it seems clear from the wording of lines 15-18 that this telamon was distinct
from the stone stele which was also set up here in orderto publish the full text of the citizenship decreefor the Aspendians.49
A close parallel to the situation we have inferred from lines 15-18 of the decree from
Nemea is providedby anotherArgive decree,SEG XXV, 362, from which I have quoted in
footnote 42. Here reference is made to stelai in the sanctuary of Apollo Lykeios which
carriedthe names of "theother citizens."Alexandrosof Sikyon,who is honoredwith a grant
of citizenship in this decree, is to have his name inscribedon these stelai by the strategoi
(lines 10-13), whereas the text of the decreeitself will be inscribedon a separate stele to be
erectedin the same sanctuary (lines 18-20).
There is no mention of a telamon in the almost completelypreserveddecreefor Alexandros,50but the close parallel with the decree from Nemea is not, I think, weakened by this
fact. It might have been the case that the names of individual new citizens were written up
on stelai in the sanctuary of Apollo Lykeios, whereas recipients of en bloc grants had the
name of their state inscribed on the telamon which stood there. Since the two decrees in
question are not contemporary,they may also reflect two different but basically similar
procedures separated from each other by a period of time. The fact that the decree for
Alexandros appears to be about 50 years later than the Aspendos decree would permit the
hypothesis that new citizens whose names were previously recordedon the telamon were
later listed on stelai.51
The prefix of the infinitive 7roravaypa4atL promptsspeculationas to what other names
were
the list of citizens on the telamon containedbeforethe words o61baos rTv 'Ao'TrEvSi'wv
added to it. From the clause KaOa7rep K[a]Lro?t SoeoAv-t in line 7 and the proximity of the

referenceto the Rhodians in line 6, it might be inferredthat grants of citizenship en bloc at
Argos to the citizens of these two poleis antedate the decree for the Aspendians. Other
possible candidatesmight have been the people of Corinth, who were given Argive citizenship in 392 B.C.,52the people of the small town of Harma in Boiotia,53and perhaps others of
whom we have no record.
Although lines 16-17 contain the first evidencewe have for a telamon in the sanctuary
of Apollo Lykeios, this is not the only mention of a monumentof this type at Argos, for in
IG IV, 517, of ca. 460-450 B.C., we learn of a telamon in the Argive Heraion. This text is
inscribed on what its first editor54described as a "massiveblock of limestone"which is
49For a good discussionof the verb

see S. Alessandri,AnnPisa 10, 1980, pp. 1150-1151.
7rpooravaypadc4w
addition to the references in footnote 42 there is a useful discussion of this decree by P. Amandry,
BCH, Suppl. VI, pp. 226-229, with a photographof the stone and part of the top left cornerof a squeeze.
51 For a discussionof the date see
Amandry, loc. cit.
52
Xenophon, Hellenika IV.4.I-5, 5.I-2; Diodoros, xiv.92.i; Plutarch,Agesilaos, 21.1. G. T. Griffith, "The
Union of Corinth and Argos (392-386 B.C.)," Historia 1, 1950, pp. 236-256.
53 Strabo, IX.2.Ii (c 404); cf. Philochoros,FGrHist, no. 328, F I I3. W. Gawantka (Isopolitie [Vestigia 22],
1975, pp. 93-94), finds Strabo'swords "so konfus, dass sie sich kaum verwerten lassen." In addition to Alexandros of Sikyon, individualgrants of Argive citizenshipare attestedfor Eukles of Corinth, ca. 247-244 B.C.,
SEG XIII, 212, and Gnaeus Octavius, ca. 170 B.C., SEG XVI, 255.
54 Ed.
pr. R. B. Richardson, "Inscriptionsfrom the Argive Heraeum,"AJA 11, 1896, pp. 42-48. See also
the drawing and discussionby M. Fraenkel in IG IV, 517; R. B. Richardson,J. R. Wheeler in C. Waldstein,
The Argive Heraeum I, Boston/New York 1902, pp. 197-202, no. II, with an excellent photograph; H.
50 In
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broken at the bottom but has a low pediment preservedat the top. Since it is 0.39 m. wide
and 0.28 m. thick, the fragment clearly belonged to a pillarlike object which could have
stood to a considerableheight.55Above a list of four hiaromnamonesrepresentingthe four
I[]apa :. rT
Argive tribes the text begins with the words [h]a r-raXa. Katho reXAatio
ra
Stele
and
telamon
.
were, therefore, separate objects, and most
hepas
'ApycI[l]as.
scholars have followed the view summed up by C. D. Buck (The Greek Dialects, p. 282,
no. 82):
On the face of the stone,just below the inscription,is a rectangularcutting, with
dowel holes, evidently intended for the reception of a tablet. This was the stela,
while the reAaMIo,properly "support,pedestal,"refersto the whole stone in which
the o-raXa was set, and which itself would be called a O-rTXr in Attic. In several

inscriptionsfrom the region of the Euxine reXalAwvis actually used as the equiva,k . ..56 This use is doubtlessof Megarian origin.
lent of orTr]
Since the rectangularcutting which contains the dowel holes is only 0.005 m. deep, it
seems likely that any object mounted in it would have been made of bronze or lead rather
than stone.57
Bearing in mind that this monumentfrom the Argive Heraion is separatedin time from
our new Nemean stele by about 150 years, we might tentativelysuggestthat there was in the
sanctuaryof Apollo Lykeios a large pillarlike stone called a "telamon"on which, probably
under a prominentheading, were inscribedthe names of states (and possibly individuals)to
whom Argive citizenship had been granted. Perhaps in some way it supporteda "stele"or
stelai, like its earlier counterpartin the Argive Heraion, but I should prefer to conclude
from the wording of lines 15-18 in our decreethat it was an objectdistinctat any rate from
the stone stele inscribedwith the text of our decreewhich stood in the same sanctuary.
Line 18: As is usually the case at Argos, the proposer of the decree comes last.58
Roehl, Imagines inscriptionumgraecarumantiquissimarum3,Berlin 1907, p. 39, no. 14; F. Solmsen,Beitrage
zurgriechischen Wortforschung,Strassburg1909, p. 76; W. Vollgraff, Mnemosyne 58,1930, pp. 28-30; SEG
XI, 303; LSAG, p. 170, no. 32.
55Much greater than its preservedvertical dimensionof 0.44 m.
56For a list of referencesto these texts see Fraenkel, IG IV, 517; P. Girard, REG 18, 1905, pp. 14-19,
29-30; Solmsen, op. cit. (footnote 54 above), pp. 74-78; L. Robert, "Etudesd'epigraphiegrecque,"RevPhil,
1936, p. 130, note 8; idem, Hellenica 7, 1949, pp. 32-34, no. 2; idem, Hellenica 10, 1955, pp. 17-28, nos. 5-6.
Many examples from the Euxine are listed in the indexes, s.v. reAauxov, of G. Mihailov, Inscriptionesgraecae
in Bulgaria repertae 12and the Corpusinscriptionumregni bosporani,Moscow 1965.
57 This was suggestedby Richardson,op. cit. (footnote 54 above), p. 48. Bronze was used for official documents at Argos in the Archaic period, see IG IV, 506, a legal text from the Heraion (LSAG, p. 168, no. 9);
SEG XIII, 239, proxeny decree from Argos (LSAG, p. 169, no. 22). Cf. M. H. Jameson, "A Treasury of
Athena in the Argolid (IG IV, 554)," <OPOE: Tributeto Benjamin Dean Meritt, Locust Valley, N.Y. 1974,
pp. 67-75, on IG IV, 554. See also the cuttings for the many bronze plaques which were attachedto the architrave of the Hypostyle Hall in the agora, J. des Courtils, "Note de topographieargienne,"BCH 105, 1981,
pp. 607-610.
58 Exceptions are to be found in BCH, Suppl. VI, p. 261, no. 3, where the orator comes after the
gropheus
in line 3; IG IV, 559, where the beginning is lost and there is no orator at the end. In two very short proxeny
decreesthe oratoris not recorded,SEG XIII, 239; BCH, Suppl. VI, p. 259, no. 2. The long decreein honor of
Alexandros of Sikyon, which has other formulaic peculiarities, lacks the name of the proposer, SEG XXV,
362.
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Between "EA4XeEv,'/Aos and the other preserved letters in this line, ['A]ro-TrdSTo8s
EA[- - -], the surface of the stone is so badly pitted and scarredthat I have been unable to
recoverany more letters. The width of this gap, ca. 0.12 m., leaves room for a restorationof
ca. 11-13 letters.
In published Argive decrees the name in the concluding formula c'Aceeo e3Lvais followed by one of the following elements: (1) patronymic,59(2) kome,60 (3) phratry,61
(4) phratry and kome,62 (5) patronymic and kome,63 (6) patronymic and phratry and
kome.64There is no example in published Argive decrees of the orator's name standing
alone at the end. We should, therefore, probably restore a patronymic, or the name of a
kome or a phratrybefore ['A]o-7rE'v8os.
If we reconstructthis line as k'A&C
EA[- --], howpatronymic 'A]of'rdvStos
E,?7/Xosg[
ever, a serious constitutionalobstacle immediatelyarises. How could a foreignerhave proposed a decree in the Argive aliaia, particularlyone which bestowedArgive citizenship and
other benefits on his own compatriots?We might considertwo possibilities:
(1) Eumelos was an Argive citizen who had previouslybeen awardedcitizenship in Aspendos and here, appropriately,made his dual citizenship explicit by adding the ethnic Aspendios to his name. His Argive status could not in this case have been left obscure. Perhaps,
Ev'then, ',XeeEv/JAoXo[patronymic 'A]o(T7rE8tos0
EA[Argivekome or phratry] or X'AECE
ir,Xosg['Apyetos! Kaat'A]cr7re'vSosEA[---].

(2) Eumelos held only Aspendian citizenship but he was a joint (honorary?)proposerof the
present decree together with a bonafide Argive citizen. In support of this possibility is the
spelling of his name, whereas we might have expected EViaAosfor an Argive, and the fact
that, although the name is otherwise unattested at Argos, it was extremely popular in
Aspendosand elsewhere in Pamphylia.65On this theory, the name of the Argive citizen who
where
officiallyproposedthe decreewould have been recordedin line 18 after ['A]o-TrE'vLSto
I have been able to read only EA[- - -]. Between the lambda and the right edge of the stone
there is room for about 10 or 11 letters, and it is possible that more letters once stood at the
beginning of "line 19" where the surface is, in my view, too badly damaged to permit unquestioned readings.66There is room, therefore, for the necessary name of a kome or a
phratrywhich would identify this hypotheticalsecondproposeras an Argive citizen.
59SEG XIII, 240; BCH, Suppl. VI, p. 256, no. 1.
60SEG XI, 1084 (twice); XVII, 143; XIX, 317.
61
BCH, Suppl. VI, p. 261, no. 3.
62Mnemosyne43, 1915, p. 375, no. E; BCH, Suppl. VI, p. 269, no. 4.
63 SEG
XIII, 241; XVII, 142, 144.
64SEG XIII, 242; Mnemosyne 43, 1915, pp. 365-371, nos. A, B.
65 L. Robert has studied this name and
demonstrated,with characteristicallyrich documentation,how
prevalentit was in Aspendos (Noms indigenes dans l'Asie-mineuregreco-romaine,Paris 1963, pp. 373-432).
This whole chapteris a fundamentalsource of informationon the activitiesof Aspendiansabroad;they served
in large numbers as mercenariesin the Hellenistic period. See footnote82 below.
The name Eumelos is attested elsewhere in the Peloponnesos,e.g. the famous Corinthian poet, G. Kinkel, Epicorum graecorumfragmenta, Leipzig 1877, pp. 187-192; Jacoby, FGrHist, no. 451; the first king of
Patrai, Pausanias, VII. 8.2; at Mantineia, IG V 2, 278; Megalopolis and Lykosoura, ibid., 518, 519; Alipheira, SEG XXV, 447; for another possible Corinthian Eumelos buried in Megara, IG VII, 135.
66 In the second letter space of line 19 there seem to be tracesof an omega, but I do not feel confidentenough
about this reading even to print a dotted letter in the text.
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There are contemporaryparallels at Argos for two proposersof the same decree, e.g.
SEG XIX, 317 (Rhodians), line 82, 'AE6eOt'wvIIotl^tovs,Mev'ba/Mos'Artrva;XI, 1084
Ko(Pallantion) where the formula is repeatedtwice, lines 25-27, 40-41, E'AXE OLOKpLTOS
Since in both cases the singular verb was not repeated, there is
Xovpis, NLKoba/posKKAXpLs.

We
no need to assume that the letters EA[- - -] in our line 18 must belong to a second E'A?E.
must remark, however, that in both these instances of joint proposersof a single decreethe
men in question were all Argive citizens. The anomaly of an Aspendianjointly proposinga
decreein the Argive aliaia remains, and I have not found parallelswhich would supportthis
theory.
A third possibility is that Aspendios in line 18 is a personal name formed,as frequently
happened, from the ethnic. We would then have to assume the happy coincidenceof an
Argive citizen who joined in proposing a decree for the city after which he had once been
named. On this theory line 18 might then be reconstructedas ?Ae?eEvt/Aos [kome or
phratry, 'A]otr1Svtos[komeor phratry].Formally, this restorationstands closest to the two
as a
parallels of decreesmoved by two Argives which I have quoted above. For 'EA[atLfcOv]
possible restorationof an Argive phratry see J. Caskey and P. Amandry, "Investigationsat
the Heraion of Argos, 1979,"Hesperia 21, 1952, p. 217.
Lines 20-21: With the possible exception of a few letter spaces at the beginning of a
putative line 19, there is an uninscribedspace 0.03 m. in height extending across the width
of the stele below line 18. Below this blank area there are the remains of two more lines of
text above the broken bottom edge of the surviving fragments. As far as I can judge, the
lettering here is the same as that in lines 1-18 and ought to be contemporary.The content
too of lines 20-21 and possibly more text now lost ought to be related to the decree for the
Aspendians,since on other Argive stelai where one decreehas been inscribedbelow another,
the differentcontentsof the lower text are indicatedby a heading in larger letters.67If these
labels are valid, the large heading at the top of our stele [ 'Aor7rev8']wv
(see p. 196 above)
should apply to lines 20ff. as well as to the decreewe have already considered.
Since the surviving letters at the beginning of line 20 do not conform to the opening
formula of any published Argive decree,they are probablybest interpretedas belongingto a
rider or supplementto the decreewhich standsabovethem. There are to my knowledgeonly
two Argive decreeswhich do not end with the normal >'Ae&e
6 e va formula:
(1) Meiggs and Lewis, GHI, no. 42, Argos, Knossos,and Tylissos, ca. 450 B.C. in which
the end of B is as follows:
rot TvAt'(cot 7rotrav o'Taaav irotypa varo-Oo
7rdE'
attrLs acKuoLVOroTvXLo'-ov evs "Apyos, Kara ravra
o(wv ETO hat'rEp Kvoo<'os.68
67 For

examples see Vollgraff, Mnemosyne43, 1915, pp. 365-371, nos. A, B; p. 372, nos. C, D; p. 375, nos.
F.
In
d'Argos,"BCH 82, 1958, pp. 5-13, P. Charneux published two Argive decreeswhich
"Inscriptions
E,
were inscribedside-by-sideon the same stone with a heading at the top of the one on the left and anotherlabel
at the end of the one on the right, SEG XVII, 142, 143.
68 Unlike the instructionin our decree to inscribe the name of the people of
Aspendos on the telamon, the
three-line rider here is addedto the same stele.
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(2) SEG XI, 1084, from Pallantion, ca. 318-316

B.C.,

in which after the k'A?ceformula

the text resumes in line 27 without a break, and the words lev be KaL 7rpo'eVoVs Kat evepyeT-rav rT 'Apyelcov... introducea rider 15 lines in length which ends in lines 40-41 with
a repetition of the k'AceEformula from the end of the decreeproper.

Not enough surviveson our stele even to hazard a guess as to the contentsof a presumed
rider to the decree for the Aspendians. I have considered the possibility that EK TOiV TETOV eA[ov], which occurs as part of an adjournment
Ae[---] could be restored as EK roi
dating formula at the beginning of the Argive decree from Pallantion, SEG XI, 1084.
Against this supplement, however, is the fact that there seems to be a diagonal stroke in the
top left corner of the space after TEAE; epigraphically it could belong only to Y or TP.

TeAEv[---] could be the beginning of a name or, perhaps more plausibly, reAEv[raLov];
- --]. Since,
e.g. [u/pEv]raTe EKroV reTAv[Talov - - -] or [KvpLa]Ta8e EKTOy TEXEv[TalOV
TOV
these
few
letters
could
also
be
as
rTae
EK
TE
XAv[however,
interpreted
-], it is proba-

bly idle to speculate further.
DATE
In seeking a date for this inscription we shall employ three different criteria: (1) circumstancesof discovery,(2) letter forms, (3) historical setting.
A terminus ante quem is set by the archaeological context in which the three joining

fragments of this stele were discovered.After these pieces were broken up and separated
from the rest of the original monument, they were thrown into a well near the southwest
corner of the Temple of Zeus along with a great mass of other miscellaneous debris,
including a substantialfragmentof a list of theorodokoifor the Nemean Games. The debris
seems to represent violent activity which resulted in the destructionof at least these two
important Argive documents.On the basis of a preliminary study of the pottery and coins
found with this debris Stephen G. Miller has placed the filling-in of the well after the
middle of the 3rd century B.C., ca. 240 B.C. or later, and he has plausibly connectedit with
the strongly anti-Argive restorationof the games to the Nemea valley under the presidency
of Kleonai which was carried out by Aratos of Sikyon, probably in 235 B.C.69 At some
unknown date earlier in the 3rd century B.C. the games had been moved from Nemea to
Argos where they had been celebrateduntil the interventionof Aratos. The Argive decree
for the people of Aspendos,therefore,cannot be any later than ca. 235 B.C.
Dating of Greek inscriptions on the basis of letter forms alone is a risky undertaking
even when abundant,dated comparandaare available.70It is even more dangerousat Argos
where inscriptionsof the 4th and early 3rd centuries B.C. which can be securely dated are
very few indeed. Among Argive decreesof this period only the following can be fixed with
69For this date see K. Beloch, GriechischeGeschichteIV, ii, Berlin 1927, p. 529; M. T. Mitsos, IloALJ.
"Apyova,Athens 1945, p. 80; R. Urban, Wachstumund Krise des Achdischen Bundes
(Historia Einzelschriften35), 1979, p. 71.
70 For a
good example from Athens where on the basis of letter forms two of the most experiencedAttic
epigraphists of this century assigned dates ca. 110 years apart to two fragments of the same inscription see
CSCA 7, 1974, p. 292, note 30. When the two fragmentswere laterjoined, A. Wilhelm's date provedto be ca.
36 years earlier, and B. D. Meritt's ca. 74 years later, than the archon date preservedon the stone.
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any certainty:71SEG XXX, 355, an honorary decree for Pamphilos of Athens, ca. 323300 B.C.;72 SEG XI, 1084, decree in honor of the Pallantians, ca. 318-316 B.C.73 Other
published Argive inscriptionswhich can be dated to roughly this same period include SEG
XXIII, 189, a list of theorodokoifrom Argos, ca. 330 B.C.;74IG IV, 583, a statue base in
honor of King Nikokreon of Kypros, 321-311 B.C.;75 SEG XXV, 366, dedication of an
Argive thiasos in 303 B.C.;76 SEG XXIII, 186, dedicationof a shield from the spoils of the
victoryover Pyrrhos in 272 B.C. (from Mykenai).77Many more Argive inscriptionshave, of
course, been assignedto the 4th and 3rd centuriesby scholars,but, to my knowledge,only in
the case of those which I have listed has there been general agreementas to their dates.78
While the lettering on the decree for the Aspendians is in general similar to that found
on most of the stones listed above which belong to the last quarter of the 4th centuryB.C., it
does seem to resemble most closely the letter forms of the decree for the Pallantians, ca.
318-316 B.C. Resemblances include the fairly widely spaced alpha, beta with the bottom
loop slightly larger than the top, delta and smaller omicron and omega which ride high in
the line, wide eta, nu with the right verticalnot reachingthe bottomof the line and protruding above the top, broad, low pi, and the very similar sigmas. On this most subjectivecriterion, then, our decreecould tentativelybe placed in the last quarterof the 4th centuryor in
the early years of the 3rd century B.C.
As far as I have been able to determine,the newly found decree from Nemea provides
our only evidence for contact between Argos and Aspendos after the colonization of the
latter by the former. In seeking a historical setting for this document,therefore, we must
rely on inferencesdrawn from its text and from a few other sources.The text itself contains
for us no certain indication of date, either in the opening formula or in the names of the
presidingofficerof the council (line 3) and the proposer(s) (line 18). Argos, however, at the
71I

leave aside the stele that carries the two decreesfor Zoilos of Smyrna and Eukles of Corinth which W.
Vollgraff (Mnemosyne 43, 1915, pp. 371-374, nos. C. D) wished to date to 248-246 B.C.and 247-244 B.C.
respectively.His dating criteriado not seem to me to be conclusive,and there is, as far as I know, no published
photograph or facsimile of the letter forms. Cf. the sound criticisms of M. T. Mitsos, op. cit. (footnote 69
above), p. 103, note 5.
72 For the date see Pierart and Thalmann, BCH, Suppl. VI, pp. 261-269, no. 3, with photograph. I am
indebtedto Paula Perlman who let me examine an excellent squeeze of this beautifully carvedinscription.
73Guarducci, ASAtene 3-5, 1941-43, pp. 141-151; Moretti, ISE I, no. 52; Nouveau choix d'inscriptions
grecques, Paris 1971, no. 9. Pierart and Thalmann (footnote 72 above) remind us of the possibility that the
stele could have been set up some years after the events described.
74Photograph in the ed. pr. of P. Charneux, "Liste argienne de thearodoques," BCH 90, 1966,
pp. 156-239.
75The first photograph of this famous inscription was published by P. Amandry, BCH, Suppl. VI,
pp. 218-220. Cf. Moretti, ISE I, no. 38.
76 For a photographsee W. Vollgraff, "Praxitelele jeune," BCH 32, 1908, pp. 236-258. Bibliographyand
discussionof the date in Moretti, ISE I, no. 39.
77 Moretti, ISE I, no. 37a. Photographin To "Epyov,1965, p. 70.
78 The lettering on two other Argive inscriptionsis in general similar to that on our stele from Nemea, but I
have not listed them in the text since their dates are still in dispute: (1) SEG XIX, 317, the oft-mentioned
decree in honor of the Rhodians, (2) IG IV, 616, a list of fines imposed by Argos on the Arkadian koinon. I
believe that the formerbelongs in the last quarterof the 4th centuryB.C. (see p. 215 below) and that M. Pierart
("Argos,Cleonai et le koinon des Arcadiens,"BCH 106, 1982, pp. 119-138) has argued persuasivelythat the
latter belongs to the same period.
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time of this decree was master of its own affairs to the extent of conferringcitizenship and
substantial other privileges on a far-away Pamphylian state. Earlier, she had also granted
similar honors to the people of Rhodes and Kilikian Soloi (lines 6-7). The decree clearly
shows that the aliaia of Argos was functioning at what must have been full strength, for it
thethat ththe
not only passed the decree but it is to the aliaia
Rhodians and
Aspendians (and
had
after
sacred
matters
had
been
and
the aliaia is
discussed,
Solieis)
prrferred access,
charged in line 12 with taking care of Aspendian requests "forall time." Furthermore,at
the time of the
theoroie
decree Aspends
sending theoroito Argos and to Nemea to sacrifice to
Aspendos is sendin
Argive Hera and Nemean Zeus together with the Argives. The latter clearly have control
over both these festivals. Argive agonothetai and hiaromnamonesare given instructionsto
look after the Aspendians at the festivals, and the Argive state sets up a copy of the decreeat
both of these sanctuaries.
If these inferencesabout the prominenceof the aliaia are sound, we could extend backwards the archaeologicalterminus ante quem of ca. 235 B.C. to ca. 255/4 B.C., the date at
which the powerful 3rd-centuryB.C. tyranny was established at Argos. It is very unlikely
that our decree was carried out under one of the autocraticrulers who controlledthe state
from this date until ca. 223 B.C.79 and who may have been responsiblefor moving the celebration of the Nemean Games from Nemea to Argos.
Unfortunately inferences drawn from the fact of Argive control over the Nemean
Games cannot provide an exact earlier terminus for the date of our decree. Although Stephen G. Miller has persuasivelyshown that the Nemean Games were probablynot held at
B.C. until the 330's when a new building program
theB.C.
Nemea from the end of the 5th century
marks their return to the Nemea valley,80the circumstancesof that return and whether it
was achievedunder the presidencyof Argos or of the near-by polis of Kleonai, or possibly as
a joint effort of both states, still remain conjectural.81For our purposes a terminus post
quem roughly in the 330's, therefore,is as precise an inferenceas the evidencein our decree
for Argive controlover the Nemean Games permits us to draw. General historicalconsiderations suggest, then, the limits of ca. 330's-255/4 B.C. for the date of the decree.If the lettering is a reliable criterion,we may narrow this down to ca. 330's-ca. 300 B.C.
We know virtually nothing about the history of Aspendos at this period except that in
333 B.C. Alexander the Great exacted hostages, horses, and a huge sum of money from the
79For these dates see M. T. Mitsos, op. cit. (footnote 69 above),
pp. 75-78; J. Mandel, "A propos d'une
dynastie de tyrans a Argos,"Athenaeum 57, 1979, pp. 293-298. I cannot find in Plutarch, Pyrrhos, 30 the
evidencefor J. A. 0. Larsen'sassertionthat this passage shows that Aristipposwas tyrant of Argos as early as
272 B.C. (Greek Federal States, Oxford 1968, p. 310). Mitsos' demonstrationthat the decree in honor of the
Rhodians, SEG XIX, 317, could also not have been passed under the tyrantsis not, in my view, invalidatedby
the objectionsraised by P. Amandry (BCH, Suppl. VI, p. 224, note 27).
80Hesperia, Suppl. XX, Studies in Athenian Architecture,Sculpture, and Topography,Princeton 1982,
pp. 100-108, with referencesto earlier bibliography.
81 On this complex question which cannot be discussed here see Miller's paper (ibid.); Amandry, BCH,
Suppl. VI, pp. 245-250; Pierart and Thalmann, ibid., pp. 264-269, with good earlier bibliography;M. Walbank, "The Decree for Lapyris of Kleonai," Classical Contributions:Studies in honourof Malcolm Francis
McGregor, Locust Valley, N.Y. 1981, pp. 171-175; Pierart, op. cit. (footnote78 above), pp. 119-138. Paula
Perlman and Stephen G. Miller will discuss this problemin detail in their forthcomingpublicationof the list
of theorodokoiwhich was found in the same well as the decree for the Aspendians.
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inhabitants and made them subjectto his satrap.82 Also, sometime ca. 300 B.C. the Aspendians changed the legend on their copious issues of silver coins from 'E-TEIfe&LVSto AO-7rev0bo.83It is possible that the adoption of the Greek form of the name on the coins coincided
roughly with the reaffirmationof the city's ties to its metropolis which is reflected in the
decree from Nemea.
Whatever its date, it is clear that the Argive decree for the Aspendians was not an

isolated venture into diplomacy with an eastern Mediterranean state. References to the
Rhodians and to the people of Kilikian Soloi in lines 6-7 indicate that the honors voted for
Aspendos were part of a larger undertaking in which Argos was strengthening existing
bonds with at least these two other states. We are not informedby other sources about the
timing and motivationof these contactswith Soloi and Aspendos, but the Argive decree in
honor of the Rhodians, SEG XIX, 317, is of more help. I have often commentedabove on
the close similarities between this important document and the recently discovereddecree
from Nemea. They exhibit the same form of heading in large letters at the top of the stele
(genitive plural of the ethnic). They both contain the formulation o ba/os rTWv'Apyedcov,
the referenceto ravyyEvrees,
the particularpublication formula, the use of the accusativeof
extent of time without a preposition,and (probably)two proposerswith ?'A;EEat the end. It
is difficultto concludethat the two decreesare widely separatedin date.
Several dates have been proposedfor SEG XIX, 317, some as late as the middle of the
3rd century B.C.,84 but the most convincing reconstruction is that of L. Moretti (ISE I, pp.

90-94, no. 40) who places the decreein the last quarterof the 4th centuryB.C. He plausibly
suggests that upon expelling the Macedonian garrisonimmediatelyafter the death of Alexander the Great,85the Rhodians sent substantial financial aid to Argos ("and to the other
Greeks,"lines 7, 19) at the time of the Lamian War. The Argiveshad requestedthese funds
82

The Aspendians also probably suffered a reduction in the size of their
Arrian, Anabasis 1.26.2-27.4
territoryat Alexander'shands. For an acute assessmentof the financialburdeninflictedon the Aspendianssee
E. Badian in Ancient Society and Institutions: Studies Presented to Victor Ehrenberg on his 75th Birthday,

Oxford 1966, pp. 49, 65, notes 50, 51.
There does not appear to be any precise connectionbetween Argos and the Aspendian decreeof the early
3rd century B.C., SEG XVII, 639, which awarded citizenship to a number of mercenariesfrom Greece and
elsewhere. See R. Paribeni, P. Romanelli, MonAnt 23, 1915, pp. 116-120 (photograph);M. Launey, Recherchessur les armees hellenistiques(Bibliothequesdes ecolesfranqaisesd'Atheneset de Rome 169) II, Paris
1949, p. 656, with earlier references.R. S. Bagnall (The Administrationof the PtolemaicPossessionsOutside
Egypt, Leiden 1976, pp. 110-113) has persuasivelyshown that the date of 301-298 B.C.often assignedto this
decree is not certain.
In vol. I, pp. 466-471, Launey provides helpful informationabout Aspendians serving abroad as mercenaries. See also T. B. Mitford, "FurtherContributionsto the Epigraphy of Cyprus,"AJA 65,1961, p. 119.
Cf. L. Robert, op. cit. (footnote65 above).
83

See A. Heubeck, Beitrage zur Namenforschung 4, 1953, pp. 122-125; Robert, op. cit. (footnote 65

above), pp. 384-385. Brixhe, op. cit. (footnote21 above), pp. 80-81, 191-200.
84For a useful summary with bibliography see Moretti, ISE I, pp. 90-94; Amandry, BCH, Suppl. VI,
pp. 224-226; Pierart, op. cit. (footnote78 above), p. 131, note 41.
85 Diodoros, xviii.8.i, with Moretti's note. We are not informedabout
reaction
the of the Aspendiansto the
news of Alexander'sdeath, but if the satrap and garrisonhe had left there were still in the city at that time, the
Aspendians may well have been eager to expel them. For Alexander and the people of Soloi see Arrian, Anabasis II.5.5-8; xn.2. For his treatment of near-by Mallos, another Argive colony, and Alexander's claim of
descent from the Argive Herakleidai, see ibid., 11.5.9.
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to rebuild their walls and revitalize their cavalry. It would have been appropriatefor the
Argives to reciprocateat this point by conferring on their kinsmen the honors which are
obliquely mentionedin line 6 of our decree.Sometimelater the Rhodians sent an embassyto
Argos to reaffirm their loyalty to their mother city, and in response the Argives voted the
gold crown for the people of Rhodes which is announcedin SEG XIX, 317. Copies of the
decree authorizing this award were to be set up at Nemea, in the Argive Heraion, in the
sanctuaryof Apollo Lykeios in Argos, and in Rhodes. Since this decreewas passed Xpovov
7roAvv(line 11) after the Rhodians sent aid to Argos, we should allow for an interval of
several years after Moretti's suggesteddate of ca. 322 B.C.This would still permit a date in
the last quarter of the 4th century B.C.,and this is roughly the time of a list of donors from
Lindos86which includes the name of one of the ambassadorsmentionedin SEG XIX, 317,
Athanadoros,son of Thrasonidas. It is much more economicalto follow Moretti and M.
Pierart87in this identificationthan to invent a homonymousgrandsonand then use him to
date the decree for the Rhodians half a century later.
If the decree for the Rhodians can in this way be placed in the last quarter of the 4th
century B.C.,the recently discoveredstele from Nemea recording the privileges voted by
Argos for Aspendos cannot be separatedfrom it by a long interval of time. Here probably
will also belong the decreefor the people of Soloi whose existencewe have inferredfrom line
7. There may have been others. Let us hope that future discoverieswill producemore information on the eastern policy of Argos at this time.
RONALDS. STROUD
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86 C.
Blinkenberg,Lindos II, no. 51 a II, line 55.
87
Footnote 84 above.
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